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Abstract. This work is devoted to the numerical simulation of a Vlasov-Poisson equation
modeling charged particles in a beam submitted to a highly oscillatory external electric field. A
numerical scheme is constructed for this model. This scheme is uniformly accurate with respect to the
size of the fast time oscillations of the solution, which means that no time step refinement is required
to simulate the problem. The scheme combines the forward semi-Lagrangian method with a class of
Uniformly Accurate (UA) time integrators to solve the characteristics. These UA time integrators
are derived by means of a two-scale formulation of the characteristics, with the introduction of an
additional periodic variable. Numerical experiments are done to show the efficiency of the proposed
methods compared to conventional approaches.
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1. Introduction. This work is devoted to the construction of efficient numerical
schemes for collisionless kinetic equations which involve high oscillations in time. As
in [11], we focus on the case of a charged particle beam in the paraxial approximation.
This model corresponds to an approximation of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations (see
[14, 16] for more details). If in addition, the beam is assumed axisymmetric, the
model writes

∂tf +
v

ε
∂rf +

(
E − r

ε
+ Eext

)
∂vf = 0, t > 0, r, v ∈ R, (1.1a)

∂r (rE) = r

∫

R

fdv, t > 0, r ∈ R, (1.1b)

Eext(t, r) = a

(
t

ε

)
r, t > 0, r ∈ R, (1.1c)

f(0, r, v) = f0(r, v), r, v ∈ R. (1.1d)

where the unknown f = f(t, r, v) is a real-valued scalar field denoting the distribu-
tion function of the charged particles, t ≥ 0 is the longitudinal position coordinate
(interpreted as the time variable), r ∈ R is the radial coordinate and v is the radial
velocity. The parameter ε > 0 denotes the ratio between the characteristic lengths
in the transverse and the longitudinal directions, and f0(r, v) is a given initial data
independent of ε. The total electric field is decomposed into two parts: first, an ex-
ternal part (−r/ε + Eext(t, r)) in which a(·) is a given 2π-periodic function known
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as the tension function and second E(t, r) is the so-called self-consistent electric field
defined by the Poisson equation (1.1b) and given by

E(t, r) =
1

r

∫ r

0

∫

R

sf(t, s, v)dvds, t > 0, r > 0. (1.2)

When the dimensionless parameter ε is small, the Vlasov-Poisson equation (1.1)
will exhibit high oscillations in time direction with wavelength O(ε). In this regime,
conventional numerical methods suffer from severe numerical burden, since the time
step needs to be chosen small enough in order to fully resolve the oscillations wave-
length. Besides the prohibitive computational cost, most of the classical methods
need some interpolations in phase space at each time step which would potentially
cause numerical diffusions. Thus, conventional methods have indeed difficulties to
capture the correct long time dynamics of the Vlasov-Poisson equation in the highly
oscillatory limit regime, due to the trade-off of the temporal and spatial error. When
the asymptotic regime is considered, some efficient numerical methods can be con-
structed by considering the asymptotic averaged model (ε → 0 in (1.1)) derived using
the notion of two-scale convergence (see [1, 28, 21]). This is the purpose of [20, 26].
In [11], a scheme is proposed to solve the problem (1.1) for arbitrary value of ε. In
particular, the so-obtained scheme allows the use of step size independent of ε, and it
is consistent with the two-scale limit. In particular, this scheme enjoys the so-called
Asymptotic Preserving property (see [23]). Actually, this scheme is derived by apply-
ing a two-scale formulation (see also [9]) to (1.1), which extends the two dimensional
problem (1.1) into three dimensions by considering a fast variable τ = t/ε. Then,
considering well-chosen initial data enables to confer on the scheme a stronger prop-
erty of uniform accuracy. This means that the order of accuracy of the scheme is
independent of the parameter ε. Note that such a property has been proved in [9]
for another class of equations. However, the scheme introduced in [11] presents some
drawbacks: first, the use of Lax-Wendroff type finite difference discretization makes
appear a standard CFL condition linking the time step to the size of the spatial mesh;
second, strong numerical diffusion affects the long time simulations.

In this paper, we construct a uniformly accurate semi-Lagrangian based numerical
scheme for (1.1). The use of a semi-Lagrangian method enables to overcome the draw-
backs of the method introduced in [11] mentioned above, leading to a very accurate
and efficient way to solve (1.1) for arbitrarily small ε, using fixed numerical parame-
ters. To do so, we consider the characteristic equations associated to (1.1), on which
the two-scale formulation is applied. Then, the so-obtained augmented characteristics
equation depends not only on time but also on the fast variable τ . By evaluating the
solution U(t, τ) of the augmented problem on the diagonal τ = t/ε enables to recover
the original time-dependent characteristics solution. In addition to a semi-implicit
time integrator, an initial condition has to be chosen for the augmented problem. A
suitable initial data for the augmented problem is constructed using a micro-macro
decomposition (following [11, 9]) so that U is smooth with respect to time, uniformly
in ε. Of course, this initial data for the augmented problem fits with any initial data
of the original problem. Hence, using Forward Semi-Lagrangian method (FSL), the
distribution function is reconstructed on the phase space. This results in a class of
uniformly accurate (UA) numerical methods for the Vlasov-Poisson equation (1.1) for
all ε ∈ (0, 1] which do not contain any CFL conditions and which perform well for
long time simulations of (1.1). Let us remark that another approach based on an
exponential time integrator of the characteristics has been proposed in [17, 18, 19]
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within the framework of Particle In Cell (see [7]) approximation of highly-oscillatory
Vlasov equations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the frame-
work of forward semi-Lagrangian method. In Section 3, we derive the UA schemes.
Numerical results are reported in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. Forward semi-Lagrangian method. Semi-Lagrangianmethods which were
introduced firstly for meteorology in [30], are very popular in solving the kinetic
equations. They take advantage of both Lagrangian (which consider macro-particles
moving according to the characteristics) and Eulerian (which look at values of the
unknown on a phase space grid) approaches. By making use of the invariance of the
distribution function along the trajectories, the semi-Lagrangian methods do not need
restrictions on the step size. Most of the semi-Lagrangian methods in the literature are
back tracing the mesh grid in time and end up with an interpolation step. A forward
version of the semi-Lagrangian method was proposed in [12] (see also [15, 27, 29]),
which propagates the mesh grids forward in time and use a deposition step to update
the function values on the phase space mesh. This approach is not restricted by CFL
conditions, preserves the total mass and enables to use classical time integrator for
the approximation of the characteristics. Then, it makes possible to combine it with
the framework of two-scale formulation introduced in [11, 9].

An important step in the framework of the forward semi-Lagrangian method is
the reconstruction of the distribution function values on the mesh grids by using the
information on some non-grid points. Considering as initial data the mesh grid points,
the characteristics are propagated during one time step, so that the ending points of
the mesh grids do not coincide with grid points. To reconstruct the distribution
function on the grid points, high order piecewise polynomials have to be used, like
cubic spline in [12]. However, to guarantee the expected order, one needs to make
sure displacement of the mesh grids along the characteristics for one time step is
not too large (see [25]). For the highly oscillatory Vlasov-Poisson equation (1.1) when
0 < ε ≪ 1, the rotating speed in the characteristics is very large, which would actually
cause large displacement. In order to ensure a good behavior of the forward semi-
Lagrangian method, we consider the Vlasov-Poisson equation in a rotating frame,
which filters out the leading order oscillations (see also [11]). To do so, let us consider
the following change of variables

(
ξ1

ξ2

)
=

(
cos(t/ε) − sin(t/ε)

sin(t/ε) cos(t/ε)

)(
r

v

)
, t > 0, r, v ∈ R, (2.1)

and define the new unknown

g(t, ξ) := f (t, cos(t/ε)ξ1 + sin(t/ε)ξ2,− sin(t/ε)ξ1 + cos(t/ε)ξ2) ,

for ξ = (ξ1, ξ2)
T ∈ R

2, t > 0. The Vlasov-Poisson equation (1.1) in the rotating frame
reads

∂tg(t, ξ) + [Eext(t/ε, ξ) + E(t, t/ε, ξ)] [− sin (t/ε) ∂ξ1g(t, ξ) + cos (t/ε)∂ξ2g(t, ξ)] = 0,

g(0, ξ) = f0(ξ1, ξ2), (2.2)

where

Eext(t/ε, ξ) := a (t/ε) [cos (t/ε) ξ1 + sin (t/ε) ξ2] ,
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and the self-consistent field (1.2) in rotating frame is given by

E(t, t/ε, ξ) := E(t, r(t/ε, ξ))

=
1

r(t/ε, ξ)

∫ r(t/ε,ξ)

0

∫

R

sg (t, cos(t/ε)s− sin(t/ε)v, sin(t/ε)s+ cos(t/ε)v) dvds,

(2.3)

with r(t/ε, ξ) := cos(t/ε)ξ1 + sin(t/ε)ξ2.

As it is well known, the solution g(t, ξ) to (2.2) is constant along the characteristics
ξ(t) = (ξ1(t), ξ2(t))

T ∈ R
2 defined by

{
ξ̇1(t) = − sin (t/ε) [Eext(t/ε, ξ) + E(t, t/ε, ξ)] , (2.4)

ξ̇2(t) = cos (t/ε) [Eext(t/ε, ξ) + E(t, t/ε, ξ)] ,

so that g(t, ξ(t)) = g(0, ξ(0)) for all t ≥ 0 and arbitrary starting point ξ(0) ∈ R
2.

Making use of this property, the forward semi-Lagrangian method turns to solve the
characteristic equations (2.4) beginning on a mesh grid ξ(0) and uses a reconstruction
operator to update the function value at next time. To present the details of the
method, we truncate the whole space problem (2.2) onto a finite interval [−L,L]2 ⊂ R

2

which is large enough to impose the periodic boundary conditions without introducing
remarkable aliasing error, i.e.

∂tg(t, ξ)− sin (t/ε) [Eext(t/ε, ξ) + E(t, t/ε, ξ)] ∂ξ1g(t, ξ) (2.5a)

+ cos (t/ε) [Eext(t/ε, ξ) + E(t, t/ε, ξ)] ∂ξ2g(t, ξ) = 0, t > 0, ξ ∈ [−L,L]2,

g(0, ξ) = f0(ξ), ξ ∈ [−L,L]2, (2.5b)

g(t, ξ1,−L) = g(t, ξ1, L), g(t,−L, ξ2) = g(t, L, ξ2), t > 0, ξ ∈ [−L,L]2. (2.5c)

Choose ∆t > 0, and two integers N1 > 0 and N2 > 0, then let tn = n∆t, n ∈ N and

∆ξ1 =
2L

N1
, ξ1,k = −L+ k∆ξ1, ∆ξ2 =

2L

N2
, ξ2,j = −L+ j∆ξ2, (k, j) ∈ T ,

with T := {(k, j) : k = 0, . . . N1, j = 0, . . . , N2}. A detailed framework of the forward
semi-Lagrangian method towards solving (2.5) reads as follows.

Denoting by gnk,j ≈ g(tn, ξ1,k, ξ2,j) for n ∈ N and choosing g0j,k = f0(ξ1,j , ξ1,k),
(k, j) ∈ T , we compute the coefficients ωn

k,j of the cubic splines (with standard zero
normal derivative at boundaries [2]), such that

gnk,j =
∑

(ℓ,m)∈T

ωn
ℓ,mS(ξ1,k − ξ1,ℓ)S(ξ2,j − ξ2,m), (k, j) ∈ T , (2.6)

where the cubic B-spline function S(x) is defined as standard, i.e.

S(x) =






1

6
(2 − |x|)3, 1 ≤ |x| ≤ 2,

1

6

(
4− 6x2 + 3|x|3

)
, 0 ≤ |x| ≤ 1,

0, otherwise.
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Then we look for a numerical solution at time ∆t of the characteristic equations






ξ̇n1,k(t) = − sin ((t+ tn)/ε)
[
Eext((t+ tn)/ε, ξ

n
k,j) + E(t+ tn, (t+ tn)/ε, ξ

n
k,j)
]
,

ξ̇n2,j(t) = cos ((t+ tn)/ε)
[
Eext((t+ tn)/ε, ξ

n
k,j) + E(t+ tn, (+tn)t/ε, ξ

n
k,j)
]
, (2.7)

ξn1,k(0) = ξ1,k, ξn2,j(0) = ξ2,j ,

where the initial condition coincides with grid points. The new numerical solution
gn+1
k,j is given by the following deposition step

gn+1
k,j =

∑

(ℓ,m)∈T

ωn
ℓ,mS

(
ξ1,k − ξn1,ℓ(∆t)

)
S
(
ξ2,j − ξn2,m(∆t)

)
, (k, j) ∈ T . (2.8)

After we solve (2.5) and obtain g(t, ξ), we get the solution of the original Vlasov-
Poisson equation (1.1) by considering the original frame

f(t, r, v) = g(t, cos(t/ε)r − sin(t/ε)v, sin(t/ε)r + cos(t/ε)v).

As a standard result, the cubic spline is known to offer fourth order accuracy. So
in the deposition step, when the displacement of the mesh grids is not too large, the
forward semi-Lagrangian method could give high order accuracy in spatial approxima-
tion. Optimally in practice, the spatial convergence order could be O((∆ξ1)

p+(∆ξ2)
q)

for 3 ≤ p, q ≤ 4 (see [29, 6]).
In the above framework of the forward semi-Lagrangian method, the solution

ξnk,j(t) of the characteristic equations (2.7) for 0 ≤ t ≤ ∆t needs to be approximated
by some accurate time integrators. However, when 0 < ε ≪ 1 in (2.4) or (2.7),
conventional integrators suffers from the ε-scalability [3, 4] due to the high oscillations.
Thus, in order to construct a uniformly accurate forward semi-Lagrangian method for
the Vlasov-Poisson equation (1.1) in the highly oscillatory regime, we need to apply
a uniformly accurate integrator to the characteristic equation (2.4).

3. Uniformly accurate solvers. In this section, we present a uniformly accu-
rate time integrator to solve the characteristic equation (2.7) by using the two-scale
formulation techniques. For the simplicity of notations, we present the method by
using (2.4) (the application to (2.7) only requires a shift in time).

3.1. Two-scale formulation. By separating the fast time variable τ = t/ε and
the slow time variable t in (2.4), we consider the augmented problem (see [11, 9])






∂tU1(t, τ) +
1

ε
∂τU1(t, τ) = − sin (τ) [Eext(τ, U) + E(t, τ, U)] , (3.1a)

∂tU2(t, τ) +
1

ε
∂τU2(t, τ) = cos (τ) [Eext(τ, U) + E(t, τ, U)] , t > 0, τ ∈ T, (3.1b)

U1(0, τ) = η1(τ), U2(0, τ) = η2(τ), τ ∈ T, (3.1c)

where U = (U1, U2)
T and T = R/(2πZ) is the torus. For readers’ convenience, we

write down the two functions Eext and E explicitly in the two-scale form as

Eext(τ, U) = a (τ) [cos (τ)U1 + sin (τ)U2] , (3.2)

E(t, τ, U) =
1

r(τ, U)

∫ r(τ,U)

0

∫

R

sg (t, cos(τ)s − sin(τ)v, sin(τ)s + cos(τ)v) dvds,
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with r(τ, U) = cos(τ)U1+sin(τ)U2. The above augmented problem is a system of one
space dimensional partial differential equations with periodic boundary conditions in
τ , where τ an additional independent variable and has no dependence on the time
variable t any more. The problem (3.1) has been proved to be well-posed for all t > 0
(see [9, 10]). With initial data η1(τ) and η2(τ) satisfying at τ = 0,

η1(0) = ξ1(0), η2(0) = ξ2(0), (3.3)

the solution of (3.1) coincides with the solution ξ(t) of (2.4) when τ = t/ε, i.e.

U1(t, t/ε) = ξ1(t), U2(t, t/ε) = ξ2(t), t ≥ 0.

Thus, in order to solve (2.4), one can solve (3.1) with initial data (η1, η2) satisfying
(3.3). The benefit we can have from the two-scale formulation (3.1) is that the initial
data (3.1c) is only prescribed at one point, i.e. τ = 0 in (3.3), so there is some freedom
to choose it. One of the main point of this approach is to determine a ‘well-prepared’
initial data in such a way the time derivatives of U are bounded

∂p
t U(t, τ) = O(1), 0 < ε ≪ 1, for some p ≥ 1. (3.4)

3.2. Initial data. A systematical way of constructing the well-prepared initial
data with arbitrary order of correction in general form has been given in [9] (see
also [10]). Here we are going to use that strategy and construct the data up to the
second order correction which will ensures that ∂p

t U(t, τ), p = 1, 2 are bounded. The
construction of the well-prepared initial data relies on the asymptotic expansion of
the solution U by means of a Chapman-Enskog expansion. To present the expansion,
we rewrite (3.1a) and (3.1b) in a more compact way as

∂tU +
1

ε
∂τU = F(t, τ, U), t > 0, τ ∈ T, (3.5)

where we denote

F(t, τ, U) =
(
− sin (τ) (Eext(τ, U) + E(t, τ, U)) , cos (τ) (Eext(τ, U) + E(t, τ, U))

)T
.

(3.6)
For some general periodic function u(τ) on T, we introduce two operators

Lu(τ) := ∂τu(τ), Πu :=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

u(τ)dτ. (3.7)

Actually, Π corresponds to the orthogonal projection in L2 onto KerL (which is the
set of constant functions with respect to τ). It is easy to see that L is invertible on
the set of periodic functions with zero average (i.e. Πu = 0), and its pseudo-inverse
writes

L−1u = (I −Π)

∫ τ

0

u(θ)dθ.

Then the Chapman-Enskog expansion of the solution reads

U(t, τ) = U(t) + h(t, τ), with U(t) = Π (U(t, τ)) . (3.8)
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Inserting this expansion into (3.5) leads to the following micro-macro model (see
[5, 24])

∂tU = Π(F(t, τ, U + h)) , ∂th+
1

ε
Lh = (I −Π) (F(t, τ, U + h)) .

The second (micro) equation gives

h = εA (F(t, τ, U + h))− εL−1(∂th), A := L−1(I −Π). (3.9)

By assuming ∂th = O(1), we can see h = O(ε). If we further assume ∂2
t h = O(1), we

get by deriving in time (3.9)

∂th = εA [∂tF(t, τ, U + h) + ∂UF(t, τ, U + h)(∂tU + ∂th)]− εL−1(∂2
t h) = O(ε),

so that we have

h(t, τ) = h1(t, τ, U) +O(ε2), with h1(t, τ, U) := εA (F(t, τ, U)) . (3.10)

If we continue to assume that ∂3
t h = O(1), similarly as above, we would expect to

have ∂2
t h = O(ε). As a consequence, we can have the asymptotic expansion to the

next order as

h(t, τ) = εA (F(t, τ, U + h1))−ε2A2 [∂tF(t, τ, U) + ∂UF(t, τ, U)Π (F(t, τ, U))]+O(ε3).
(3.11)

Now let t = 0 in (3.8), we have U(0, τ) = U(0) + h(0, τ) = η(τ) and evaluating this
last equality at τ = 0 leads to U(0, 0) = U(0) + h(0, 0) = η(0). Since η(0) = ξ(0), we
deduce

η(τ) = ξ(0) + h(0, τ)− h(0, 0), τ ∈ T. (3.12)

Thus, an initial data up to the first order correction (resp. the second order correction)
in ε can be obtained by inserting (3.10) (resp. (3.11)) with t = 0 into (3.12). By noting
the fact that U(0) = ξ(0) + O(ε) (since U(0) + h(0, 0) = η(0) and h = O(ε)), the
initial data with first order correction referred as the first order initial data in the
following, can be given as

η1st(τ) = ξ(0) + h1(0, τ, ξ(0))− h1(0, 0, ξ(0)), (3.13)

with h1 given in (3.10). To construct the second order correction, we further note
that U(0) = ξ(0)−h1(0, 0, ξ(0))+O(ε2) (indeed, with (3.8) and (3.10) with t = τ = 0,
we get U(0) + h1(0, 0, U(0)) + O(ε2) = η(0) and we use U(0) = ξ(0) + O(ε)). Then
the initial data with second order correction referred as the second order initial data

in the following, can be given as

η2nd(τ) = ξ(0) + h1

(
0, τ, η1st(τ)

)
− h1

(
0, 0, η1st(τ)

)
+ h2(0, τ, ξ(0))− h2(0, 0, ξ(0)),

(3.14)

where

h2(t, τ, U) := −ε2A2 [∂tF(t, τ, U) + ∂UF(t, τ, U)Π (F(t, τ, U))] .

It is directly from (3.6) and (3.2) to get

∂tF(t, τ, U) = ∂tE(t, τ, U) ·
(
− sin (τ) , cos (τ)

)T
,

∂UF(t, τ, U) = [a(τ) +G (t, τ, r (τ, U))] ·
(

− sin (τ) cos(τ) − sin2 (τ)
cos2(τ) sin (τ) cos(τ)

)
,
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with r(τ, U) = cos(τ)U1 + sin(τ)U2, and

G(t, τ, r) :=− 1

r2

∫ r

0

∫

R

sg (t, cos(τ)s− sin(τ)v, sin(τ)s + cos(τ)v) dvds

+

∫

R

g(t, cos(τ)r − sin(τ)v, sin(τ)r + cos(τ)v)dv. (3.15)

The nonlinear terms there like F , ∂tF , ∂UF essentially depend on the information
of g(0, ξ) or correspondingly g(tn, ξ) in (2.7) which is already known. Thus, the
constructed initial data with ε correction up to the first or second order are given
explicitly. The above computations already show that (3.10) and (3.11) are necessary
conditions to guarantee ∂2

t h = O(1) and ∂3
t h = O(1) as ε → 0, respectively. Indeed,

they have also been shown rigorously in [9] to be sufficient for providing ∂2
tU = O(1)

and ∂3
tU = O(1) as ε → 0, respectively, which is enough for us to construct a first

order or second order UA numerical integrator for (3.1).
Before presenting the numerical schemes, we briefly describe the evaluation of the

nonlinear terms E(t, τ, U), ∂tE(t, τ, U) and G(t, τ, r). To compute E(t, τ, U), we define
two auxiliary functions

Eg(t, τ, r) :=
1

r

∫ r

0

∫

R

sw(t, τ, s, v)dvds,

w(t, τ, s, v) := g (t, cos(τ)s − sin(τ)v, sin(τ)s + cos(τ)v) .

(3.16)

Then

1

r
∂r (rEg(t, τ, r)) =

∫

R

w(t, τ, r, v)dv. (3.17)

With the truncations in (2.5) and g(t, ξ) known on mesh grids (ξ1,k, ξ2,j), (k, j) ∈ T , we
use a cubic spline interpolation to find the function value of g on the points (cos(τ)s−
sin(τ)v, sin(τ)s + cos(τ)v)T , where (s, v) is on the uniform mesh grids of [−L,L]2.
Let us remark that the spline coefficients have already been computed in (2.6). So
we can have w(t, τ, r, v) on the mesh grids simply by evaluation. Its integration on
R can be reduced to the finite interval [−L,L] and approximated by Fourier spectral
method. Then we solve the Poisson type equation (3.17) by means of the Fourier
spectral method with noticing rEg should vanish at boundaries. Once Eg(t, τ, r) is
obtained for r in [−L,L] on grid points, we use the cubic spline interpolation again
to compute Eg(t, τ, cos(τ)U1 + sin(τ)U2) = E(t, τ, U).

For ∂tE , we directly write down

∂tE(t, τ, U) =
1

r(τ, U)

∫ r(τ,U)

0

∫

R

s∂tg (t, cos(τ)s − sin(τ)v, sin(τ)s + cos(τ)v) dvds.

The time derivative ∂tg (t, ξ1, ξ2) can be given by (2.5a), i.e.

∂tg(t, ξ) = − [Eext(t/ε, ξ) + E(t, t/ε, ξ)] · [− sin (t/ε)∂ξ1g(t, ξ) + cos (t/ε)∂ξ2g(t, ξ)] .

The above spatial derivatives can be computed by Fourier spectral method. Then the
rest can be done by similarly as in (3.17) with Eg replaced by E∂tg. As for G(t, τ, r),
it is enough to notice with the auxiliary function (3.16), (3.15) becomes

G(t, τ, r) =

∫

R

w(t, τ, r, v)dv − 1

r
Eg(t, τ, r).
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3.3. Numerical schemes. Now we give time discretizations for (3.1). We still
use (3.5) to present the schemes. In the τ -direction, thanks to the periodicity, one
will use FFT. In details, choose an even integer Nτ > 0, denote ∆τ = 2π/Nτ , τj =
j∆τ, j = 0, 1, . . . , Nτ , the discrete Fourier transform of (Vj)j=0,...,Nτ−1 is given by

Ṽℓ =

Nτ−1∑

j=0

Vje
−iℓτj , ℓ = −Nτ/2, . . . , Nτ/2− 1.

First order scheme. Let denote Un(τ) ≈ U(tn, τ) and choose U0(τ) = η1st(τ)
where η1st is given by (3.13). Then the first order scheme writes for n ≥ 0,

Un+1(τ) = Un(τ) + ∆tF (tn, τ, U
n(τ)) − ∆t

ε
∂τU

n+1(τ), τ ∈ T, (3.18)

and Fourier transform in τ provides the following update of Un+1

Ũn+1
ℓ =

Ũn
ℓ +∆tF̃n

ℓ

1 + iℓ∆t/ε
, ℓ = −Nτ/2, . . . , Nτ/2− 1,

where F̃n
ℓ the Fourier transform of F(tn, τ, U

n(τ)).
Second order scheme. Still denoting Un(τ) ≈ U(tn, τ) and choose U0(τ) =

η2nd(τ) where η2nd is given by (3.14), then the second order scheme writes for n ≥ 0,





Un+1/2(τ) = Un(τ) +
∆t

2
F (tn, τ, U

n(τ)) − ∆t

2ε
∂τU

n+1/2(τ), τ ∈ T,

Un+1(τ) = Un(τ) + ∆tF
(
tn+1/2, τ, U

n+1/2(τ)
)
− ∆t

2ε
∂τ
(
Un+1(τ) + Un(τ)

)
,

(3.19)
which gives, using Fourier in τ , for ℓ = −Nτ/2, . . . , Nτ/2− 1,

Ũn+1
ℓ =

(2− iℓ∆t/ε)Ũn
ℓ + 2∆tF̃n+1/2

ℓ

2 + iℓ∆t/ε
, Ũ

n+1/2
ℓ =

2Ũn
ℓ +∆tF̃n

ℓ

2 + iℓ∆t/ε
,

where F̃n+1/2
ℓ the Fourier transform of F(tn+1/2, τ, U

n+1/2(τ)).
Algorithm. We end this section by writing the full algorithm to solve the original

Vlasov-Poisson (2.5). Starting from gnk,j and its cubic spline coefficients ωn
k,j , we

compute gn+1
k,j thanks to

• compute E with (3.2)
• compute ξn(∆t) by solving (2.7) by

– compute the initial condition (3.13) or (3.14).
– compute Un+1(τ) using (3.18) or (3.19)
– compute ξn(∆t) = Un+1(∆t/ε) using a trigonometric interpolation

• compute gn+1
k,j using (2.8) and its cubic spline coefficients ωn+1

k,j .
The original solution f can be recovered by considering the inverse change of vari-
ables of (2.1). This also requires an interpolation which is done using cubic spline.
The resulting numerical scheme is free some any CFL condition and the temporal
discretization error is O(∆t) for (3.13)-(3.18) and O(∆t2) for (3.14)-(3.19), uniformly
in ε.

After we solve (3.1) via (3.18) or (3.19) till t = Tfinal = nf∆t , we take
Unf (Tfinal/ε) ≈ ξ(Tfinal). The above two schemes (3.18) and (3.19) associated with

9



the constructed initial data have been proved in general form [9] to offer uniform
accuracy in time for finite time computing, i.e. the temporal discretization error is
O(∆t) for (3.18) and O(∆t2) for (3.19) for 0 ≤ t ≤ Tfinal. The spatial error, due to
the Fourier spectral discretization, would be of spectral accuracy since the solution
of (3.1) is smooth in τ if the solution of the Vlasov-Poisson equation (1.1a) is smooth
enough. Thanks to the implicit treatment of the transport operator ∂t+

1
ε∂τ in (3.5),

there is no CFL condition on ∆t and ∆τ or restriction on ε for stability.
To complete the numerical method for the Vlasov-Poisson equation (2.5), we

embed the proposed UA integrators into the forward semi-Lagrangian method for
solving (2.7) for t from 0 to ∆t, i.e. solve (2.7) for one time step with Tfinal = ∆t.
The construction of the well-prepared initial data is performed at each time level tn.
At each time level, the characteristic equation at every mesh grid point is independent
from each other, as we mentioned before. Thus, it is quite natural to program with
parallel computing and the method would be very efficient.

4. Numerical results. In this section, we present numerical results of testing
the proposed first order and second order UA schemes. We always choose the tension
function as a(t) = cos(2t)2, which is the same as that in [11], unless specified.

We are interested in the performance of the present method which combines the
forward semi-Lagrangian framework with a two-scale treatment of the characteristics
(FSL-UA). We also compare FSL-UA with the Asymptotic Preserving Finite Dif-
ference (APFD) method proposed in [11] and with a standard method based on a
time splitting-Fourier method (TSFP) (see [11] for more details). Finally, we also
perform comparisons with the asymptotic model; when ε → 0, the solution g(t, ξ) of
the Vlasov-Poisson equation in the rotating frame (2.2) converges to 2πG(t, ξ), where
G(t, ξ) solves

∂tG(t, ξ) −Π [sin(τ) (Eext(τ, ξ) + 2πE0(t, τ, ξ))] ∂ξ1G(t, ξ) (4.1a)

+ Π [cos(τ) (Eext(τ, ξ) + 2πE0(t, τ, ξ))]∂ξ2G(t, ξ) = 0, ξ ∈ R
2, t > 0,

G(0, ξ) =
1

2π
f0(ξ), (4.1b)

where Π is defined in (3.7) and

E0(t, τ, ξ) =
1

r(τ, ξ)

∫ r(τ,ξ)

0

∫

R

sG (t, cos(τ)s − sin(τ)v, sin(τ)s + cos(τ)v) dvds,

with r(τ, ξ) := cos(τ)ξ1 + sin(τ)ξ2. With the inverse transform of (2.1), we also have
an approximation of the solution f(t, r, v) of the original Vlasov-Poisson equation
(1.1)

F (t, τ, r, v) := 2πG(t, cos(τ)r − sin(τ)v, sin(τ)r + cos(τ)v).

When ε → 0, f is said to two-scale converge to F (see [1, 20, 26]). In the following, we
refer the above problem as the ”limit model”. We can also solve it by a very similar
forward semi-Lagrangian method with a Leap-Frog finite difference method for the
characteristics.

Before looking at the numerical results, we compare the computation complexity
of FSL-UA with APFD proposed in [11] and TSFP. A detailed comparison is given
in Table 4.1 which resumes the advantages of the present method. In the following,
some numerical results obtained by FSL-UA are given to illustrate the efficiency of
the approach.
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Table 4.1: Complexity comparisons between the FSL-UA schemes, the APFD schemes
and the TSFP method. Here Nτ is the number of points in τ ; Ntol is in total number of mesh
grids in 2D plane; Nr is the number of points in r-direction and suppose it is larger than or equal to
that in v-direction.

Memory Computational cost (per step) Uniform CFL condition
FSL-UA Ntol NτNtol log(Nτ ) Yes No
APFD NtolNτ NτNtol log(Nτ ) Yes Yes
TSFP Ntol Nr log(Nr) No No

4.1. Example 1. In our first example, we choose a symmetric initial data in
(r, v)-domain for (1.1d) as

f0(r, v) = e−2(r2+v2), (r, v) ∈ Ω = [−3, 3]2. (4.2)

The reference solution of the Vlasov-Poisson equation (1.1a) at t = 0.4 is obtained
by the TSFP with very small step size, e.g. ∆t = 10−8, ∆r = ∆v = 1/32. We test
the proposed FSL-UA method. In particular, we look at the influence of the initial
condition for the characteristics. To do so, the maximum error (between FSL-UA
and the reference TSFP) is computed at time t = 0.4 with N = N1 = N2 = 800 and
Nτ = 64, for different ∆t and different ε.

Considering the first order scheme (3.18), the influence of the correction of the
initial data is studied in Fig. 4.1, namely η(τ) = ξ(0) (uncorrected initial data) and
η(τ) = η1st(τ) given by (3.13). The results obtained using (3.13) are clearly better
since a uniform first order accuracy is observed.

The numerical results indicate a first order UA convergence. Comparing the
results obtained with the first and the uncorrected initial data, the results given by
the first order initial data case are clearly better in the error.

Considering now the second order scheme (3.19), we consider three types of initial
data:
- the uncorrected initial data η(τ) = ξ(0),
- the first order initial data η(τ) = η1st(τ) given by (3.13),
- the second order initial data η(τ) = η2nd(τ) given by (3.14).
The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 4.2. The results illustrate the uniform sec-
ond order convergence when enough corrections are considered, while without enough
corrections, the method is not uniformly accurate, as expected. Fig. 4.2 also clearly
shows that there is no CFL restrictions on the time step.

We now are interested in the spatial error. We fix ∆t = 2.5 × 10−3 (the final
time is t = 0.4) and consider different mesh grid ∆ξ and ε (Nτ = 64). The obtained
results are given in Fig. 4.3. A spatial order between 2 and 3 is obtained which is in
accordance with results obtained in [25].

Before we move on to the next numerical example, we would like to show numeri-
cally the reason why we work with the Vlasov-Poisson equation in the rotating frame
(2.2) rather than the original (1.1). In fact for the original equation (1.1), it is more
straightforward to solve it by means of the forward semi-Lagrangian method, and the
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Fig. 4.1: Dependence of the temporal error in maximum norm on ∆t (left panel)
and on ε (right panel) at t = 0.4 for the 2nd order scheme with the three types of
initial data in example (4.2): first order initial data (top row); uncorrected initial
data (bottom row).

UA schemes can be derived similarly for the corresponding characteristic equations




ṙ(t) =
v(t)

ε
,

v̇(t) = E(t, r) − r(t)

ε
+ a

(
t

ε

)
r(t).

(4.3)

However, as we mentioned in Section 2, the forward semi-Lagrangian method would
be inefficient in the spatial approximation when the displacement of the mesh grid
is too large. Since ε in (4.3) is proportional to the rotating speed, so in the highly
oscillatory regime 0 < ε ≪ 1, the flow (4.3) would cause large displacements in mesh
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uncorrected initial data case
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Fig. 4.2: Dependence of the temporal error in maximum norm on ∆t (left panel) and
on ε (right panel) at t = 0.4 for the 2nd order scheme with the three types of initial
data in example (4.2): second order initial data (top row); first order initial data
(middle row); uncorrected initial data (bottom row).
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Fig. 4.3: Dependence of the spatial error in maximum norm on ∆ξ = ∆ξ1 = ∆ξ2 (N =
N1 = N2) (left panel) and on ε (right panel) at t = 0.4 for the FSL-UA scheme in
example (4.2).

Table 4.2: Spatial error of the linear Vlasov-Poisson equation in (r, v)-domain at
t = 0.4 with different mesh size N = N1 = N2 and ∆t = 0.01 in example (4.2): the
maximum error by working with the original frame (1.1) and with the rotating frame
(2.2).

original N = 32 N = 64 N = 128 N = 256

ε = 0.5 4.80E-3 1.20E-3 3.13E-4 7.80E-5
ε = 0.1 2.30E-3 4.73E-3 8.79E-4 1.98E-5
ε = 0.05 5.00E-3 1.10E-3 7.33E-4 6.44E-5
ε = 0.01 1.13E-1 1.01E-1 9.79E-2 9.70E-2
rotating N = 32 N = 64 N = 128 N = 256

ε = 0.5 4.90E-3 1.20E-3 3.10E-4 7.74E-5
ε = 0.1 1.30E-3 3.09E-3 7.65E-5 1.90E-5
ε = 0.05 6.00E-4 1.41E-4 3.49E-5 8.66E-6
ε = 0.01 1.81E-4 3.10E-5 7.05E-6 1.72E-6

grids, which in turn would constrain the time step with ε if one wants to reduce the
displacement. To illustrate this issue, we even drop the nonlinearity and consider the
linear Vlasov-Poisson equation, i.e. let E ≡ 0 in (1.1).

Considering (4.2) as initial data, Table 4.2 shows the failure in the spatial error by
solving the original equation (1.1) in the highly oscillatory regime, where we use the
second order UA scheme with a fixed time step ∆t = 0.01 as the temporal integrator,
and the comparison with results in solving the rotating equation (2.2) shows the
importance of going to the rotating frame.

4.2. Example 2. Our next numerical example begins with a non-symmetric
initial data in (1.1d) as

f0(r, v) =
2√
0.4π

[
erf

(
r + 1.2

0.3

)
− erf

(
r − 1.2

0.3

)]
e−2.5v2

, (r, v) ∈ Ω = [−4, 4]2.

(4.4)
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Table 4.3: Accuracy comparison of the second order FSL-UA and APFD: maximum
error in (r, v)-domain at t = π/16 with N1 = N2 = N for different ε in example (4.4).

APFD ∆t = t/4, N = 26 ∆t = t/8, N = 27 ∆t = t/16, N = 28

ε = 0.5 1.08E-1 3.44E-2 8.39E-3
ε = 0.05 6.15E-2 2.15E-2 5.75E-3
ε = 0.005 9.45E-2 2.73E-2 6.97E-3
ε = 0.0005 4.68E-2 1.42E-2 3.36E-3
FSL-UA ∆t = t/4, N = 26 ∆t = t/8, N = 27 ∆t = t/16, N = 28

ε = 0.5 2.57E-2 6.70E-3 1.80E-3
ε = 0.05 1.49E-2 3.20E-3 9.33E-4
ε = 0.005 7.70E-3 2.50E-3 1.40E-3
ε = 0.0005 5.70E-3 1.40E-3 4.09E-4

We first compare the accuracy of the FSL-UA method and the APFD method. In
Table 4.3, we list the maximum error (TSFP is the reference solution) of the numerical
methods at t = π/16 for different numerical parameters. Clearly, FSL-UA produces
more accurate approximation than APFD under the same step size (around one order
of magnitude better). Let us remark however that FSL-UA uses the second order
initial data, while only first order initial data is considered in [11] for APFD.

We now look at the time evolution of the Root Mean Square (RMS) quantity
associated to the filtered distribution function g(t, ξ):

RMS(t) :=

√∫

R2

ξ21g(t, ξ1, ξ2)dξ, t ≥ 0.

Since the main oscillation has been filtered, this quantity contains oscillations of
magnitude ε. Hence, the oscillations disappears in the limit ε = 0. We apply the
FSL-UA method with the second order UA scheme; we then compare the second
order initial data (3.14) and the uncorrected initial data η(τ) = ξ(0), but also with a
reference solution given by TSFP and the limit model. Fig. 4.4 shows the dynamics of
RMS(t) with ε = 0.05 and ε = 0.01 with time step ∆t = 0.05 and mesh size N = 128.
We can observe the amplitude of the oscillations reduces to zero as ε → 0, but the
frequency of the oscillations increases dramatically. The numerical solution given by
the FSL-UA scheme fits very well with the exact solution, even though the time step
is not small enough to resolve the oscillations. As observed previously, the one with
corrected data is more accurate than the uncorrected data case. As expected, the
limit model is not able to capture the oscillations since it only follow the averaged
dynamics by construction.

In Fig. 4.5, we plot the difference in maximum error between the limit model
(4.1) and FSL-UA for different values of ε, at t = 1.5. As observed in [11], the error
is O(ε), illustrating the domain of validity of the asymptotic model.

Finally, the long time behavior of the solution for ε = 0.001 is shown in Fig. 4.6,
by applying FSL-UA (with second order initial data (3.14)) with ∆t = 0.1, N = 512.
The results indicate that the FSL-UA scheme performs very well in the long time
run. Compared to the results in [11], the filamentations in Fig. 4.6 do not have the
spurious structures in the center of the beam, and the FSL-UA method does not have
significant numerical diffusion error in the long time run.
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Fig. 4.4: Time history of RMS(t) for ε = 0.05 and ε = 0.01 in example (4.4),
computed by the limit model and the second order UA scheme with second order
correction and without correction. On the right: zoom of the left figure.

4.3. Example 3. In our last example, we apply the proposed method to study
dynamics in the Vlasov-Poisson equation with a discontinuous initial data (1.1d)

f0(r, v) =
n0√
2πv0

exp

(
− v2

2v20

)
χ[−rm,rm](r), (r, v) ∈ [−3, 3]2, (4.5)

with χ[−rm,rm](r) = 1 if |r| ≤ rm and 0 otherwise. This type of initial data comes
from a semi-Gaussian beam in particle accelerator physics (see [20, 26]).

Case I:

Firstly, we take the tension function a(t) = cos2(t) and choose v0 = 0.1, n0 =
4, rm = 1.85, which has been considered in [26]. The problem is solved by the second
order FSL-UA method with mesh size N = 256, Nτ = 32,∆t ≈ 1×10−2. We also solve
the limit model (4.1) with fine mesh N = 256,∆t ≈ 1 × 10−2 and solve the original
Vlasov-Poisson equation (1.1) by a classical backward semi-Lagrangian method [26]
with the same N but ε-dependent small ∆t as comparisons. The results for ε = 0.05
(resp. ε = 0.01) are shown in Fig. 4.7 (resp. Fig. 4.8) where the solutions of classical
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Fig. 4.5: The maximum error between FSL-UA and the limit model (4.1) at t = 1.5.

method are computed with ∆t ≈ 2 × 10−3 (resp. ∆t ≈ 1 × 10−5). First, we remark
that the limit model gives rise to uncorrect results in the intermediate regime (when
ε = 0.05). Second, when the asymptotic regime is considered (ε = 0.01), as pointed
out in [26], the classical method suffers from numerical diffusion problems in a long
time simulation which makes very difficult to provide accurate long time simulations.
On the contrary, FSL-UA produces very good approximation for both values of ε.
This is confirmed by Fig. 4.9 in which the results obtained by FSL-UA with refined
numerical parameters are displayed (∆t ≈ 5 × 10−3 and N = 512). The results
are in very good agreement with the previous ones obtained with coarser numerical
parameters.

Case II: Secondly, we take the tension function a(t) = cos2(2t) and choose v0 =
0.1, n0 = 4, rm = 0.75 to reproduce the results in [26] and show the computational
efficiency. The numerical parameters are the same as in [26], that is ∆t ≈ 7.392 ×
10−3, N = 128 and Nτ = 16. The results are displayed in Fig. 4.10 and are in a very
good agreement with the results shown in [26]. Moreover, with t = 6.9864, this run
takes 8.0395 minutes (the program is written in a sequential way by Fortran and is
run on an iMac with processor 2.5Ghz Intel Core i5).

Case III:

Thirdly, we take the tension function a(t) = 0 and choose v0 = 0.07275, n0 =
0.3, rm = 0.75, which makes the initial beam stiffer than the previous two cases as
considered in [20]. We apply the second order FSL-UA method to study long time
dynamics of the solution. The problem is solved with mesh size N = 512, Nτ = 32
and ∆t = 0.5 or ∆t = 0.1. The results for ε = 0.01 at different time are shown in
Fig. 4.11. Even if the time step is two orders of magnitude larger than the period of
the oscillations, the method is able to reproduce in a very good way the filamentation
phenomena.

5. Conclusions. In this work, the two-scale formulation proposed in [11, 9] is
adapted to the forward semi-Lagrangian framework. The resulting numerical scheme
turns out to be very performant regarding the Vlasov-Poisson problem: it enjoys a
Uniform Accuracy property with respect to ε thanks to a suitable choice of initial
data, and it is free from any CFL condition. An extension of this approach to PIC
method would enable to tackle high dimensional problems, like those encountered in
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Fig. 4.6: Contour plot of the solution f(t, r, v) with the second order FSL-UA scheme
for ε = 0.001 at different time: t = 0, t = 3.14, t = 12.6, t = 22, t = 31.4 and t = 40.8.
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strongly magnetized plasmas (see [17]).
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t=1.3464

t=4.3388

t=5.1462

Fig. 4.7: Contour plot of the solution f(t, r, v) at different time in example (4.5) case
I for ε = 0.05: the solution given by limit model (left panel); the solution given by
rotating Vlasov-Poisson equation with FSL-UA method (middle panel); the solution
given by original Vlasov-Poisson equation with classical backward semi-Lagrangian
method (right panel).
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t=1.3464

t=4.3388

t=5.1462

Fig. 4.8: Contour plot of the solution f(t, r, v) at different time in example (4.5) case
I for ε = 0.01: the solution given by limit model (left panel); the solution given by
rotating Vlasov-Poisson equation with FSL-UA method (middle panel); the solution
given by original Vlasov-Poisson equation with classical backward semi-Lagrangian
method (right panel).
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Fig. 4.9: Contour plot of the solution f(t, r, v) at different time in example (4.5) case I
by FSL-UA with refined time step ∆t ≈ 5×10−3 and spatial mesh N = 512: solutions
for ε = 0.05 (first row); solutions for ε = 0.01 (second row).

Fig. 4.10: Contour plot of the solution f(t, r, v) at different time in example (4.5) case
II.
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Fig. 4.11: Contour plot of the solution f(t, r, v) at different time in example (4.5) case
III: The first row obtained with ∆t = 0.5; The second row obtained by with ∆t = 0.1.
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